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MEMJRANDUM
em'FIDEli'fIAL

TO HAHILTON JORDAN

FROM PATRICK H. CADDELL

RE ELECTION PROSPECTS AND VOTER TURNOUT

DATE OCTOBER 28, 1978

It seems to be the general consensus of both the journalistic
and political communities at this time that the Democratic party
will do fairly well in the upcoming elections sustaining minimal
losses in the Congress. This is an opinion we have generally
shared.

However, it is now appropriate to raise some questions
about the validity of that opinion, not because of any per-
sonality, political, or issue factor in this undefined election
but because of the turnout -- specifically the possibility of
a low and abnormally structured turnout. A very low turnout
which is constructed such that Democratic groups turnout less
than Republican groups could pose a significant threat to a
number of our office holders. In short, our losses could well
be greater, than either predicted or merited, by a turnout
problem combined with some other lesser factors. This is not
to say such an occurrence will take place but rather to point
out the need to be seriously concerned about the possibility
of such an event.

Recently we have begun to pull together some research and
thinking on this matter. Some of the factors which raise concern
are the following:

1. Turnout trends

Since 1960 every Presidential election has seen a decline
in the percentage of eligible age voters who participate. Since
1962 every subsequent off year election turnout has registered
a decline in voters. In 1974 only 36% of all eligibles voted.
A new nonvoter study by the Committee for the Study of the
American Electorate recently predicted that turnout this year
might well drop below one-third.

As turnouts fall to lower and lower levels the possibility
of disproportionate turnout, i.e. one group in the electorate
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being considerably higher or lower than the norm, dramatically
increases. Because the declines by group may differ greatly
the makeup of the electorate itself can be altered. This
becomes increasingly more likely as the turnout drops to
microscopic levels. A concern arises that those population
subgroups most normally Democratic will turnout in significantly
less numbers than more normally Republican subgroups, thus
changing the makeup of the electorate to one that is more
Republican than past electorates. Since Democratic subgroups
have poorer turnout history than Republican subgroups the
concern is legitimate that their rate of decline might well
be significantly greater hence artifically jeopardizing the
Democratic party performances. Thus we may well find situations
where Democratic candidates lose not because of political
factors or issues but rather from an abnormal turnout pattern
of the electorate on November 7.

2. The Lesson of 1974

It is crucial to remember that much of the Democratic
margins in the House come from victories won in marginal districts
in 1974. Any reading of the 1974 turnout suggests that Watergate
and the Ford pardon of Nixon added to a general malaise among
Republican groups which kept many of them home. Thus the drop
in turnout from 1970 to 1974 was not primarily a function of
decline among more traditional Democratic groups but rather an
across the board decline that was uniquely reflected in normally
Republican subgroups as well as Democratic groups.

In 1974 there were about fourteen marginally Republican
districts won by Democrats by margins of four points (52% to 48%)
or less. There were also fourteen marginal Republican seats
that were held by the Gap by a margin of four points or less.

Our partial analysis of turnout finds that in these two
groupings of generally Republican districts that there is a
rather startling difference in relative declines between 1970
and 1974. The 14 Republican districts that went Democratic in
1974 on an average had a percentage decline in turnout from
1970 that was five times greater than the average for the 14
Gap districts that remained Republican. On average the GOP
retained districts held turnout levels very close to the 1970
results while the Democrats gained seats in districts with an
average decline in turnout of about three percent.

Mlile on first glance, the difference might not seem all
that significant one must remember that the Democrat gains
were in elections decided by less than four points. Also,
a number of the narrowly retained Gap seats were ones that
many commentators expected the Democrats to pick up in the
landslide. While not overstating the case, there is some
cause to hypothesize that if the turnout in these Republican
districts had not dropped off, i.e. Republican groups dropping
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off at disproportionate levels, that these narrowly won seats
might well have also become narrow losses. One implication
of this hypothesis for 1978 could be that without the broader
1976 Presidential turnout for support, a return of higher voting
Republican groups to disproportionate higher voting levels at
a time of Democratic group vote decline could endanger many of
these Democratic holdings. If the thesis has merit then we
face the possibility of unanticipated losses if the turnout
~kews as it declines.

3. Presidential Influence

It has always been a truism of political commentary that
the "in" party loses seats in mid term elections. To a great
extent this has been explained by a kind of "surge and decline"
thesis that argues that Presidents sweep in Congressmen and
then the Congressmen suffer without the leadership at the top
of the ticket.

A persuasive new paper by Sam Kernell of the University
of California at San Diego shows, however, that a more active
thesis can be proved: people who are unhappy with the incumbent
President, regardless of his level of popularity, actually turn-
out at a higher rate than people who are satisfied with Presidential
performance.

Kernell shows clearly that:

"Both political parties fare worse in midterm
Congressional elections when an incumbent from
their party occupies the White House than when
they represent the opposition."

Furthermore, the level of popularity, as Kernel shows, is not
that important:

"The greater strength of negative evaluations
suggests that voters upset with an incumbent's
performance will be more activated to vote
against the individual than are satisfied voters
likely to support him. Thus even a popular
President is not immune from negative voting,
he still must work to overcome the dispropor-
tionately greater turnout and defection among
those voters who are displeased for one reason
or another with his performance."

Without tediously presenting Kernel's data -- which are persuasive
it is sufficient to say that the data would suggest that those
people who are displeased with the President will be voting
this November at a higher rate than those who like him, regard-
less of party or demographic factors. This factor, even
weakened, added to a declining and disproportionate turnout
could upset a number of current calculations.
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4. 1978 to Date

A review of the primary voting this year is sobering when
considered in the context of the beformentioned factors.

First, the turnouts which on the whole have been atrocious,
point to a lower turnout than 1974. According to the Non voter
Study two-thirds (2/3) of the states holding primaries showed
lower rates of voting in 1978 than in 1974 or the next comparative
election. Only two states, isolated Hawaii and Proposition 13
bound California, had turnouts that exceeded 40%. Over one-
half of the states had turnouts below 30% and one-third had
turnouts below 20%.

Second, we have already witnessed some signs of abnormal
disproportionate turnouts in various states. Some areas in
states have had quite dramatic increases in turnout from four
years ago while other areas in the state experienced drastic
decline. As turnouts decrease the impact of any increase is
intensified beyond the size of the increase itself.

Third, current public polls in several states as well as
private soundings are indicating dramatic variances when an
effort is made to isolate most likely voters. The differences
as the samples are reduced to likelier voters invariably
reveals drastic declines in the Democratic candidate's standing;
placing Democrats with large leads in expanded samples into
narrower leads and sometimes putting Democrats with narrow
leads behind. Predicting turnout is often the trickest part
of political survey research and thus may be misleading. None-
theless it is disturbing.

These findings are compounded by the high percentage of
undecided voters that are being seen in the late stages of this
election. It is yet unclear whether these pockets of undecided
voters will simply choose not to vote or will tend to all break
in one direction or will tend to divide reflecting the decisions
of committed voters. In terms of the Democrats incumbent
advantage, a break in a single direction would most certainly
be an alarming development.

Fourth, the "hosti1e" mood of the electorate. Survey
after survey has shown the public upset with government; the
point is hardly newsworthy. However, this year it seems that
something has finally broken and that mood is being translated
into more and more negative voting. It is difficult to quantify
such things but in state after state we have seen more negative
campaigns and more voters expressing "anti-" reasons for voting
than in previous years. Such a mood in our experience tends
to produce anti incumbent votes.

The combination of turnout factors and mood have already
produced some very negative evidence this year. We have seen
startling primary defeats and almost as many startling cases
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of primaries that should never have taken place in the first
place. Mike Dukakis lost; Hugh Carey and Ella Grasso and
Brendan Byrne all had remarkably tough races. Furthermore
the phenomenon was hardly confined to Democrats; even Meldrim
Thompson suffered an astonish1y bad primary in New Hampshire.

In the last four elections, anti-incumbent sentiment has
been most prelevant in statewide and particularly U.S. Senate
races. Despite the Democratic sweep of the Congressional and
State levislative levels in 1974, the performance at the Senate
level was most distressing. In a class where the Democrats
lost five seats with a close 1968 Presidential race, the
Democrats, in a landslide, were unable to recapture more than
four seats. In 1976 one-half of the seats up changed hands,
nine Democratic seats turned Republican and nine previously
GOP seats were taken by Democrats.

This pattern seems to be repeating itself this year. There
are an increasing number of tight races at the statewide level
and particularly in Senate races numerous incumbents of both
parties seem to be in trouble. There are two points that are
unclear as yet. First, will a last minute broad based surge
or a strange turnout produce a sweep for either party rather than
a standoff? Second, will these anti-incumbent instincts manifest
themselves at the Congressional level? This did not happen
in 1974 or 1976. If it did extend to the Congressional level
in 1978 exacerbating a low disproportionate turnout the Democrats
could be a surprised party on November 8.

Conclusions.

This memo is not a prediction of disaster. Indeed, it
may well result that this undefined election will conclude with
the basically good showing expected for the Democrats. However,
there are enough disturbing signs to suggest the possibility
of a different outcome with more serious losses than anticipated.

By far, the most important and distressing concern has to
be the unpredictable level and structure of voter turnout. It
could well produce a negative result unwarranted by the present
political, policy, or issue environment. A GOTV effort by the
President and Party in the last week should be their first
priority.

cc Frank Moo re
Tim Kraft
John White
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Suite 1250 1775Pennsylvania Avenue. Washington. D.C. 20006 Telephone (202)223-6345

Hr. President:

Enclosed are three items:

1) An issues summary of the last major
field survey. It's a verbal point by point summary
that runs only nine pages. Each point is marked by
footnotes that refer to the actual questions and
results in a footnote appendix. This appendix is
attached to the summary. This should provide a
quick and easy reference to look over the issue
results.

2) The full issues analysis in the blue
bound volume should you wi sh to read the actual
analysis. For easier reading no breakouts or key
group analysis is provided.

3) A quick memo on the aftermath of the
Bert Lance situation that you will find quite
encouraging.

flt-
Pat Caddell

(l. 5 - rfr\ : i.t- (? J Y &-fA ~ hi fJtJAJ,~

b.L ~f;.tC6kA1 l~ ~ *~ ~
I ~ -er~~",-uJI""" i; , 7 LVI. ~ 'h itA(. ~ &bV'':..

({.5 wtUu -r4At~ P.2'J wW/tw-~ P. '3'1.)

t1p+..JI./ptSSIMlJ~ ,. J"" •
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2 November 1977

MEMORANDUM
TO THE PRESIDENT
FROM PATRICK CADDELL
RE AFTERMATH OF THE ~NCE RESIGNATION

This memorandum presents the findings of a study con-
ducted shortly after the resignation of Budget Director
Bert Lance. The major conclusion to be drawn from the
findings is that, while an overwhelming majority of the
American people feel Bert Lance should have resigned as
he did, the affair has done little to sway the generally
favorable personal image of President Carter.

In fact, the majority of Americans approved of the
way Carter handled himself during the Bert Lance affair,
with less than one in three reporting that they disapproved
of Carter's actions. A full 1/3 strongly approved compared
with 12% who strongly disapproved.

How about President Carter, would you say you
strongly approved, somewhat approved, somewhat
disapproved or strongly disapproved of the way
he handled himself in the whole affair?

Strongly approved
Somewhat approved
Somewhat disapproved
Strontly disapproved
Don't know

33> 65%32
19> 31%12
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Democrats were slightly more inclined to approve of

Carter's behavior than either Independents or Republicans,

with Republicans showing slightly more disapproval. A high

ratio -- 7 in 10 -- of those favorable to Carter reported

that they approved of the way he had handled himself. In

addition, those that gave him an excellent or good performance

rating approved of his actions by 87% and 73% respectively.

However, it is evident from the findings that this was

not an issue that divided sharply along partisan lines. In

addition, though positive attitudes toward the President and

his performance to date had some correlation with more positive

feelings toward Carter and Lance over the affair, differences

were not very substantial. It is clear, then, that this was

not an issue centered in the political arena.

Moreover, most Americans feel that, right or wrong,

Jimmy Carter's actions during the affair were born out of

honest and altruistic motivations. In fact 80% felt Carter

acted either out of a sense of justice or was sincerely con-

cerned about helping a personal friend.

* 51% feel that Carter was acting out of a sense

of justice to give Lance a chance to defend

himself and clear his name.
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* 30% believe Carter was sincerely concerned about
a close personal friend and tried to help him.

* Only 10% think Carter never really understood what
was going on and made mistakes.

* And only a tiny minority -- 4% of the population
believe Carter tried to cover up Lance's wrong-
doing because he himself had things to hide.

Which of these best describes the reasons Jimmy Carter
behave::1the way he did durin;Jthe Lance affair in your
opinion:

Carter trie::1to cover up lance's
wrong-doing because he himself had
things to hide; 4%
carter was sircerely concerned about;
a close personal friend ani tried
to help him; 30

Carter never real.ly urrlerstcxx1what
was going on am made mistakes; 10

Carter was acting cut of a sense of
justice to give larce a chance to
defend himself and clffirhis name. 51
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The majority of American voters also feel that the

President showed constraint and good judgment throughout

this domestic crisis, and report that Jimmy Carter has, in

fact, risen in their estimations.

I think nore of Jirrrnycarter for standing by Bert Lance
despite all the pressure that was put;en him.

Agree
Dcn't know
Disagree

66%
6

28

It is not surprising, then, that 7 out of 10 Americans

disagreed with the suggestion that they think less of Carter

because he delayed in forcing Bert Lance out of government

when his banking practices and loans became known.

I think less of Jirrrnycarter for not forcing Bert Lance
out;of gavennrent sooner when his banking practices and
loans becarre knoen,

Agree
Dcn't know
Disagree

26%
5

69

The same ratio also rejected the idea that the President

and the ~Vhite House tried to cover up the "improper" things

that Lance had done.

I think the President and the ~mte Hoose tried to cover
up the irnprcper things that Lance did.

Agree
Dcn't know
Disagree

23%
9

67
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Confidence in Carter, then, shows little sign of erosion
over the affair.

* A substantial majority of voters (73%) disagree
that the affair has had a negative impact on their
faith in the Carter Administration.

* Only 21% report that they will never have as much
confidence in the President because of the way he
handled himself.

The controversy surrounding the Budget Director was
obviously an issue that the public followed closely. When
asked to what degree they were personally concerned about
the Lance problem, the majority of voters expressed at
least some concern.

Lance affair
Very ooncerned
Scmewhatconcerned
R>t really concerned
Ibn't know

32%" 73%
41 "
26

2
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The majority of Americans also believed that it was right
for Bert Lance to resign, although two people in ten think
that he should have remained in office.

Based on what you know, do you think Bert Lance should
have resigned as Directorof the Office of Management
ani Budget as he did or should he have stayed?

Shoold have resigned
lX>n't know
Should have stayed

74%
5

21

Strongest approval of Lance's resignation came among
Independents and Republicans; higher-than-average sentiment
that Lance should remain in office was evidenced by those
giving Carter an excellent performance record. However,
there was little difference in sentiment between those
that favor Carter and those that report being unfavorable
toward him.

Pressed for their reasons as to why they thought Bert
Lance should or should not have stayed in office no one
factor emerged as being predominantly persuasive.

Cambridge Survey Research
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Among those who felt Lance should have stayed on as
Budget Director, the prevailing sentiment -- at the 19%
level -- seemed to be that he was not guilty of any wrong-
doing. Fourteen percent thought he was doing a good job,
and the same percentage seemed to feel that nothing had yet
been proven against him. Just over 1 in 10 felt that if
Lance was right, he should have stayed and fought, while
the same number expressed the view that Lance's banking
activities were common business practices anyway.

(If think Bert Lance should have stayed on as
Director of the Office of Management am Budget)
Why do you take that position? (21%)

Not guilty of anything, didn't do
anything wrong

Was doing a good job, qualified,
capable

Nothing was proven against him
He should have stayed am fought

if he vas right
Standard business practice, everybody

does it, way rosiness is run, nobody
is holier than thou

Everything am everybody against him
(publicity,he didn't stand a chance)

Prior business is nobody's rosiness
He should have stayed
lbt guilty of much, :i.rrrnaralbut not

illegal
Other
Don't knCM

19% (of 21%)
14
14
12

10
3
2
2
1

17
4
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Among those who approved of Lance's resignation, the

largest minority --14 percent -- thought Lance "guilty",

or a "crook." However, just over 1 in 10 took the view that

he didn't stand a chance with everything and everyone against

him -- the implication being that publicity had irrevocably

harmed him. Smaller numbers felt that Lance was morally

wrong (9%), that he had impaired both Carter's effectiveness

(9%) and his own (8%), and that he had generally lost credibility

(6%). Even smaller minorities felt that it was in his own best

interests and the interests of the country for him to resign,
\

notably that the U.S. couldn't stand another scandal a la

Watergate.

(If yoo think Bert Lance should have resigned as Director
of the Office of Managenentam Budget) Whydo you take
that position? (74%)

Dishonest, crook, guilty
Everything am everybodyagainst him

(publicity, he didn't stand a chance)
Hewas wrol)J to do an overdraft, morally

wrong, conflict of interest
He\\Quldhurt the Carter Mministration or

presidency, impaired Carter's effectiveness
His effectiveness was ~ired, wouldn't be

able to do his job
If he couldn't manageCMI1 affairs, heMcould

he managethe coontry' s
People \\Quldn't trust him, his credibility

was bad
For the gocrl of the country, for the good of

all, for the benefit of U.S.
Whenyour reputation is narred you should get

oot, if accused, you should resign

14% (of 74%)

12

9

9

8

7

6

5

4
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.••I..aoceshould ffiveresignoo (oontirnoo)
Inc:xJITpe~t 3%
Best thing to do 3
For his own sake, cause him am his

family less enbarrassment,for his
health, etc. 3

Country oouldn't stand another scarrlal,
oouldn't stand another Watergate 3

Because of the new rrorality,carter said
vOl1d clean the slate 2

other 9
Don't knew 3

In fact, when asked whether or not the Lance affair re-
minded them in any way of how Watergate got started, a slight
majority agreed with this proposition, although almost 1 in 4
saw no relationship between the events. It is evident that
paranoia in the wake of Watergate had something to do with
people's feelings about the Lance affair, the idea that too
many rumblings in Washington and the press were a portent of
bad tidings.

'!heLance affair sort of remirrlsme of row Watergate
got started; where there's that much 3UOke there's got
to be sanething wrorq,

Agree 56%
D:>n't }m:)w 4
Disagree 39

While a plurality of Americans approved of the way the
Senate Committee handled itself during the affair, almost 4 in
10 expressed dissatisfaction with the behavior of the Committee.
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How abort the Senate ccmnittee- headed by Senators
Ribicoff and Percy -- WOJ.ldycu say ycu strcngly
approved,sarewhatapproved,scmewhatdisapprovedor
strrnglydisapprovedof the way it handled itself during
the affair?

Strcngly approved
Sarewhatapproved
Sarewhatdisapproved
Stronglydisapproved
Dcn't know

19%__ 48%
29-
20___ 37%
17--
15

A majority of both Republicans (53%) and Carter detractors
(58%) approved of the way the Committee had conducted the hearing,

while Independents (39%), Carter supporters (40%) and those that
think Carter is doing an excellent job (46%) were more likely
to disapprove of the Senate Committee members' behavior.

The preceding findings suggest that the national notoriety
and its implications for the Administration were more at issue
than Lance's actual guilt. This is borne out by the fact that
73% of the population believe that, whatever else may have
been involved, Lance should have resigned because his credibility
as a manager had been destroyed.

However, when it came to perceptions of Lance himself, 63%

of American voters approved of the way in which Bert Lance had
handled himself during the affair. Moreover, almost 9 out of
10 people had seen or heard about Lance's appearance before the
Senate Committee, of which a plurality expressed being more
favorable toward Lance following the hearings.

Cambriqe Survey Research
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OVerthe course of the whole lance affair wculd ycu say
ycu strcngly approved, sarewhat approved, sarewhat dis-
approved or strrngly disapproved of the wayBert lance
behaved or handled himself?

Strongly approved
Sarewhat approved
Satewhat disapproved
Strongly disapproved
IX>n' t knew

32%
31
19
12

6

31%

63%

(If saw Bert lance's appearance before the Senate Ccmnittee
or read/heard abalt it) Did what you see makeyou rrore
or less favorable ta.vard lance?

Morefavorable 44%
less favorable 34
Madeno difference 17
Not sure 5

All in all, one-third of the American voters felt that

Lance had been vindicated by the Senate Committee hearings

and were sorry to see him go, although a majority of Americans

felt that the hearings had not satisfied them with regard to

Lance's innocence.

For me, the bearing before the Senate Ccmnittee vindicated
lance and I'm sorry to see him go.

Aqree
lXn't know
Disagree

33%
12
55

Again, Democrats (40%) and Carter supporters (39%) were

more likely to agree that Lance had been vindicated, with

highest disagreement coming among Independents (62%) and

Republicans (59%).
Cambridge Survey Research
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On the subject of press and media coverage, respondents

were about evenly divided on the issue.

HeMabaJ.t the press and newsnedia, walld you say that
you strcngly approved, sarewhat a-proved, sarewhat dis-
approved or strengly disapproved of the way it handled
itself during the Lance affair?

Strongly approved
8aTewhatapproved
ScIrewhatdisapproved
Strengly disapproved
Dcn't kneM

18%
28
24
22
8

46%

46%

* 46% felt that the news media tried to

create a sensational story even if it

meant presenting news about Lance un-

fairly and persecuting him with unproven

and undocumented allegations~

* 45% felt that they were just doing their

job of digging out the truth and presenting

it to the American people.

~ch of these best describes ycur opinicn of the waythe
newspapers and television nedia acted in the Lance affair ~

The newsnedia tried to create a sensaticnal story
even if it neant presenting news alx:ut Lanceun-
fairly and persemting him with unproven and un-
documentedallegations. 46%

The newsnedia just did their job of digging cut the
truth and presenting it to the AIrericanpeople. 45

Dcn't kneM 8
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However, a slight majority disagreed that the Lance
affair had received a disproportionate amount of attention
by the news media, but again, a notably high 4 out of 10
felt the press had been overzealous and unfair.

The whole lance affair was b1CMn cut of proporticn
by the newspapers; they should have left it alene.

Agree
IXn't knoe
Disagree

39%
6

55

More . . .
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Summary

In the end, the reaction to Lance's resignation appears

to be a national sigh of relief. T~ile relatively large

minorities of Americans felt that the press had been irre-

sponsible, the Senate Committee not always fair, or that

Lance had vindicated himself during the hearings, the majority

seem to feel that it was best for the Administration and the

country to have the Lance affair behind us.

It's interesting to note that both the President and

Bert Lance received higher and stronger positive ratings for

their handling of the situation than did either the Senate

Committee or the Press. Overall, the President's approval/dis-

approval marks were 65%-31%, Lance was 63%-31%, the Senate

Committee 48%-37%, and the press 46%-46%.

President Carter himself is seen by two-thirds of voters

to have behaved in an exemplary manner and the same high

proportion of voters say that they actually think more of him

for handling the affair the way he did. Among those unfavorable

to Carter and those less favorable to his overall job performance,

it is notable that their opinions of his actions during the

Lance affair were about evenly divided. Fifty percent of those

reporting being unfavorable to the President, and 56% of those

giving him an only fair performance rating, approved of his

conduct. Further, while Democrats were slightly more inclined

than either Independents or Republicans to view the President

and Lance in a favorable light, differences were apt to be

small, and an indication that the affair was not really a

"political issue".
Cambridge Survey Research
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vlou1dyou favor or oppose the U.S. guaranteeing Israel's safety arrl giving
a cc:mnitrrent that would defend her, if necessary, in return for which
Israel would return nnst of the land taken fran the Arabs in 1967 in order
to have peace?

Favor Don't know Oppose

Overall 35% 29 36

Party preference
Denocrat (54) 35 33 32
Irrlependent (24) 39 24 37
Republican (21) 29 23 47

Poli tical ideology
Liberal (26) 34 28 38
·Mx1erate (29) 38 32 30
Conservative (37) 34 25 41

Sex
Fanale (51) 30 33 37
Male (49) 40 24 36

Race
White (88) 35 27 38
Black (10) 29 43 28

Occupation_
Professional (5) 44 16 41
White collar (18) 38 23 39
Blue collar (25) 31 30 38
Government (6) 36 23 41
Teacher (4)* 39 31 30
Self-anp1oyed (7) 28 24 48
Retired (24) 34 34 32
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Favor or oppose grauanteeing Israel's safety (continued)

Favor Don't know Oppose

Union membership
Resporrlent (17) 38 28 34
Family member (12) 33 28 39
No lTIE!fber (71) 35 29 36

Age group
18-25 (10) 32 29 39
26-35 (20) 39 25 37
36-45 (18) 37 30 33
46-55 (17) 33 25 41
56-65 (18) 33 28 40
OVer 65 (19) 33 37 30

Areas
Northeast (15) 45 25 30
Irrlustrial (25) 31 31 , 38
Midlands (15) 35 23 42
South (19) 29 37 33
Central (14) 35 29 37.
Pacific (13) 39 24 37

Areas
california (10) 42 23 35
West (12) 35 31 35
New York (9) 43 27 30
SOuth (14) 26 40 34
Irrlustrial (27) 32 30 38
Border (8) 32 29 40
New England (6) 47 21 ·32
Midlarrls (13) 35 21 44

Areas
Rocky M::Juntains (5) 41 21 38
Other (95) 35 29 36
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The President has outlinEd several key elements of a Middle East peace
agreement: an expressed willingness by the Arabs to recognize Israel's
sovereignty and to nonna1ize relations with Israel: phased Israeli with-
drawa1 fran occup.ied territories, ccrrednedwith effective security measures:
a h:me1andfor the Palestinians. Doyou think this represents a fair basis
for a settlement?

Yes Not sure No

Overall 48% 39 13

Party preference
Derrocrat (54) 46 42 12
Irrlependent (24) 54 34 12
Rep.1b1ican (21) 48 38 14

Poli tical ideology
Liberal (26) 52 36 12
M:lderate (29) 49 42 9.Conservative (37) 47 38 15

Sex
Female (51) 43 45 12
Male (49) 54 33 13

Race
White (88) 50 36 13
Black (10) 26 65 9

Occuretion
Professional (5) 63 20 17

.White collar (18) 52 36 11
Blue collar (25) 50 38 12
Governrrent (6) 53 35 12
Teacher (4)* . 57 30 13
Self-anp1oyed (7) 43 41 16
Retired (24) 39 49 12
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Naticna.l.

Middle East peace settlement (continued)

Yes Not "sure No

Ethnic group
Irish (11) 43 42 15

. English (15) 55 32 13
Gennan (15) 51 34 16
Italian (6) 48 36 15
Afro-American (7) 33 58 9
Scarrlinavian (4)* 68 28 4

I·

Education
ScIre grade school (13) 39 52 9
Sene high school (16) 39 51 10
Graduated high schoo.L (32) 46 41 13
Technical/vocational (4)* 44 34 22

- ScIre college (18) 60 26 14
Graduated college (10) 56 36 8
Graduate/professiooal (7) 55 27 18

Religion
Protestant (57) 47 43 11
Catholic (30) 52 35 13
Jewish (3)* 20 23 57
other (5) 51 41 8
None (4)* 55 35 10

'Ibta1' household incane
"$0-3,999 (8) " 41 52 8
$4-6,999 (9) 44 48 8
$7-9,999 (12) 43 48 10
$10-12,999 (12) 52 35 13
$13-14,999 (10) 44 43 13
$15-19,999 (15) 53 32 15
$20-24,999 (11) 55 29 15
OJer $25,000 (10) 70 20 10
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National

Middle East peace settlanent (cont.inued)

Yes Not sure No

Union mEmbership
Resporrlent (17) 56 31 13
Family member (12) 43 42 16
No member (71) 47 41 12

Age group
18-25 (10) 56 34 11
26-35 (20) 51 39 10
36-45 (18) 53 33 14
46-55 (17) 45 39 17
56-65 (18) 48 39 13
CNer 65 (19) 39 49 12

Areas
Northeast (l5) 55 31 15
Irrlustria1 (25) 42 43 15
Midlands (15) 48 38 15
South (19) 41 51 8
Central (14) 50 41 9
Pacific (13) 62 25 14

Areas
California (10) 61 25 14
West (12) 49 43 9
NewYork (9) 54 31 15
South (14) 35 56 9
Industrial (27) 43 43 14
Border (8) 49 37 15
NewEngland (6) 56 30 14
Midlarrls (13) 55 33 12

Areas
Rocky MJuntains (5) 55 34 12
Other (95) 48 40 13
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\'blld you favor or oppose the u.s. guaranteeing
Israel's safety and giving a commitmentthat would
defend her, if necessary, in return for which Israel
w:uld return mast of tOOland taken fran the Arabs
in 1967 in order to have peace?

Favor lXln't knew Cppose

Overall 35% 29% 36%

Party preference
Democrat; (54) 35 33 32
Independent (24) 39 24 37
l€publican (21) 29 23 47
Political ideology
Liberal (26) 34 28 38
r-bderate (29) 38 32 30
Ccrlservative (37) 34 25 41
Sex
Female (51) 30 33 37
Male (49) 40 24 36
Pace
White (88) 35 27 38
Black (10) 29 43 28
(£cupaticn
Professional (5) 44 16 41
White collar (18) 38 23 39
Blue collar (25) 31 30 38
Governrrent (6) 36 23 41
Teacher (4)* 39 31 30
Self-employed (7) 28 24 48
l€tired (24) 34 34 32
Etlmic groop
Irish (11) 32 30 38
English (15) 36 22 42
German(15) 34 24 42
Italian (6) 40 27 32
Afro-.Arrerican(7) 34 39 28
Scandinavian (4)* 42 25 33
Educaticn
Sale grade school (B) 32 39 30
Sare high school (16) 33 34 33
Graduated high school (32) 34 29 37
Technical/vocational (4)* 26 20 53
Sene college (18) 40 23 37
Graduated college (10) 40 26 34
Graduate/professional (7) 37 21 43
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Guaranteeing Israel's safety in return for Israel
returning most of the land taken fran the Arabs
in 1967. Continued

Favor Ibn't know Q?pose

Ie1igicn
Protestant (57) 33% 31% 37%
Catholic (30) 39 27 34
Jewish (3)* 28 16 56
other (5) 34 27 39
Nme (4) * 41 26 33

Total hcuseho.ld incare
$0-3,999 33 42 25
$4-6,999 (9) 41 33 26
$7-9,999 (12) 33 34 33
$10-12,999 (12) 35 28 37
$13-14,999 (10) 37 22 41
$15-19,999 (15) 36 25 40
$20,24,999 (11) 35 21 44
Over $25,000 (10) 39 20 40

Unicn membership
Iespandent (17) 38 28 34
Family mreber (12) 33 28 39
No member (71) 35 29 36

Age cjrCXlp
18-25 (10) 32 29 39
26-35 (20) 39 25 37
36-45 (18) 37 30 33
46-55 {17} 33 25 41
56-65 (18) 33 28 40
Over 65 {19} 33 37 30

Areas
Northeast (15) 45 25 30
Industrial (25) 31 31 38
Midlands (15) 35 23 42
Sooth (19) 29 37 33
Central (14) 35 29 37
Pacific (l3) 39 24 37

Areas
California (10) 42 23 35
~st (12) 35 31 35
NewYork (9) 43 27 30
South (14) 26 40 34
Industrial (27) 32 30 38
Border (8) 32 29 40
NewEngland (6) 47 21 32
Midlands (l3) 35 21 44
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Glaranteeing Israel's safety in return for Israel
returning nost of the land taken fran the Arabs
in 1967. Continued

Areas
R:cky Ma.mtains (5)
other (95)

Favor IXn' t knCM cppose

41%
35

21%
29

38%
36

Ca.mbridge Survey Resea.rch



Natiooal.

Favor or oppose guaranteeing Israeli s safety (continued)

Favor Don l t; know Oppose

Ethnic group
Irish (11) 32 30 38
English (15) 36 22 42
Ge.nnan(15) 34 24 42
Italian (6) 40 27 32
Afro-Arrerican (7) 34 39 28
Scarrlinavian (4)* 42 25 33
Education
Serre grade school (13) 32 39 30
Sane high school (16) 33 34 33
Graduated high schcol (32) 34 29 37
,Technical/vocational (4)* 26 20 53
Serre college (18) 40 23 37
Graduated college (10) 40 26 34
Graduate/professional (7) 37 21 43
Religion
Protestant (57) 33 31 37
Catholic (30) 39 27 34
Jewish (3)* 28 16 56
Other (5) 34 27 39
None (4,)* 41 26 33
Total household incane
$0-3,999 (8) 33 42 25
$4-6,999 (9) 41 33 26
$7-9,999 (12) 33 34 33
$10-12,999 (12) 35 28 37
$13-14,999 (10) 37 22 41
$15-19,999 (15) 36 25 40
$20-24,999 (11) 35 21 44
Over $25,000 (10) 39 20 40
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Suite 1250 1775Pennsylvania Avenue. Washington. D.C. 20006 Telephone (202)223-6345

October 21, 1977

Dear Mr. President:
Enclosed is some foreign policy information

from· our September field survey which Zbig wanted
you to have immediately.

Also included is the reaction to the Depart-
ment of Education. I know this issue is pressing
and thought you would want this information to
~ork into your arguments. As you know this is
a matter of gre.at concern to teachers and a lot
of our friends are anxiously hoping that we will
keep our. commitment on the Department o~ Education.

The rest of the issues report will be ready
next week,but I wanted you to have this infor-
mation quickly.

Best,-YJ
Pat Caddell

EUCTfiO~;TATiC r-Ef't'!OClJC-ri{?:'.: r(PftE Hr)1
pf!ESt.n'4/!i~rt Ot~ FU~:{.~~':!?;~~':~:;

IN CAMBRIDGE
10Moulton Street

Cambridge. Massachusetts 02138
(6J7) SSl-3212



DEPARTMEnT OF EDUCATION

We tested several proposals for reorganizing the Depart-

ment of Health, Education and Welfare beginning with the

creation of a separate Department of Education:

As you probably know, the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare is the largest domestic department. Although many
people focus on the welfare area, actually HEW has 118 programs
that deal with non-income, non-welfare areas like day care,
employment training, mental health, drug abuse and the elderly.

Some people say that the "education" part of HEvl
should be spun off and made a separate department
a Department of Education -- that would include the
education functions presently handled by HEW as well
as the many other education programs which are handled
by other agencies. At present, the government spends
$20 billion on 200 education-related programs through
20 different agencies. These people argue that such a
department would be more effective, would reduce the
size of HEW, and would give proper prominence to a
critical area that is often relegated to a back-burner
behind health and social welfare programs. Others
say such a separate department would be a bad idea,
that such a department would fall under the influence
of teacher groups and unions and that education is
properly one of the social areas that should be co-
ordinated with other government health and social
programs. Do you feel a separate Department of Edu-
cation is a good idea or not?

Good idea
Don't know
Not a good idea

55%
24
21

Thus, a separate Department of Education which would reduce

the size of HEv] is favored by a 2 to 1 margin. Upper income,

better educated voters, younger voters, and residents of the

Rocky Mountain states are particularly favorable. There are

few groups who are strongly opposed although blacks and low

income voters are less likely to have an opinion.
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Cambridge Survey Research

Suite 1250 1775Pennsylvania Avenue. Washington. D.C. 20006 Telephone (202) 223-6345

October 21, 1977

Dear Mr. President:
Enclosed is some foreign policy information

from· our September field survey which Zbig wanted
you .to.have immediately.

Also included is the reaction to the Depart-
ment of Education. I know this issue is pressing
and thought you would want this information to
work into your arguments. As you know this is
a matter of gre.at concern to teachers and a lot
of our friends are anxiously hoping that we will
keep our. commitment on the Department o~ Education.

The rest of the issues report will be ready
next week, but I wanted you to have this infor-
mation quickly.

Best,-PJ
Pat Caddell

ELECTROSTATIC f!ErflODUCT!n~J M!U:tE FO)1
pnES~RV.l\Tlm~ PURPO::;';';S

IN CAMBRIDGE
10Moulton Street·

Cambridge. Massachusetts 02138
.(617) 661-3212



Cambridge Survey Research

Suite 1250 1775Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C.20006 Telephone (202)223-6345

TO PRESIDENT CARTER

FROM PATRICK CADDELL

RE FOREIGN POLICY QUESTIONS
DNC Field Survey, 1500 Interviews
August 23 - September 12, 1977

DATE OCTOBER 21, 1977

Following are the results of the questions on foreign

policy which we included in our latest field survey. As we

noted in the full report, interest in foreign affairs is

increasing and voters are particularly concerned about the

Middle East and the Panama Canal. Interestingly, however,

when we gave voters a list of foreign problems for the

President these ranked far below relations with our allies

and human rights as the top priority:

Which of the following problems do you think
the President should work on first? ~vhich
should be second?

1st 2nd Total

Problem of Human Rights 24% 13% 37%
Relations with our allies 21 19 40
Relations with the Soviet Union 18 17 35
The Middle East Problem 14 16 30
Relations with the Third World 7 8 15
Relations with Latin America 6 9 15
Relation with African countries 4 8 12
Don't know 8 11 *

IN CAMBRIDGE
10Moulton Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
(617)661-3212
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Latin America, Africa, and Third World countries, in

general, take a back seat in importance. Among Jewish voters

the Middle East jumps to 47% as a first priority and 13%

as the second. As a follow up to our July survey, we asked

some specific questions on the Middle East peace agreement:

The President has outlined several key elements
of a Middle East peace agreement: an expressed
willingness by the Arabs to recognize Israel's
sovereignty and to normalize relations with
Israel; phased Israeli withdrawal from occupied
territories combined with effective security
measures; a homeland for the Palestinians. Do
you think this represents a fair basis for a
settlement?

Yes No Don't know

Overall 48% 13% 39%

Jewish voters 20 57 23

As on all the Middle East questions, Jewish voters differ

substantially from other voters.

We asked the 13% who felt this was not a fair basis for

a settlement what elements they disagreed with:

Cambridge Survey Researoh
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(IF NO) vlhat elements do you disagree with?
(% of the 13% who disagreed)

Israel shouldn't give up territory,
shouldn't give up anything

phased Israeli withdrawal from occupied
territories

We shouldn't force them, we shouldn't
tell them what to do, we can't settle
their problems

Palestinian homeland
Arabs and Palestinians won't go along

with it, Arabs can't be trusted,
Arabs want it all

All parts, everything, don't like
anything about the plan

Arabs recognize Israel
Arabs normalizing relations with Israel
Effective security measures, Israeli

security, guerilla protection for
Israel

Other
Don't know

First Second Total

12% 4% 16%

9 101

4
3

3
3

7
6

1 1 2

1
1
1

1
1
1

6
63

100

1
5

81
100

1
11
*

Not surprisingly, giving up the territory and withdrawal are

the main reasons for the opposition. However, the striking

fact is how few of those who oppose the plan can give specific

reasons. The reaction is more instinctual than reasoned.

The next proposal -- a guaranteed Israeli defense in

exchange for returning the land taken from the Arabs in 1967

is more controversial with the general public and unpopular

with Jewish voters:

Cambridge Survey Research
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Would you favor or oppose the United States
guaranteeing Israel's safety and giving a
commitment that would defend her, if necessary,
in return for which Israel would return most
of the land taken from the Arabs in 1967 in
order to have. peace.

Favor Don't know Oppose

All voters 35% 29% 36%

Jewish voters 28 16 56

This proposal is rejected most strongly by Jewish voters

who are against giving up the 1967 land and other voters
(principally from southern and border states) who are opposed

to a defense commitment. The plan -- without this commitment
is far less controversial.

Cambridge Survey Research



Carter Job Performance Rating

Total Total Total
posi- "excel- nega- Total

August - tive lent" tive "poor"
Issue September April change change change change

P N P N

Human rights 65 30 79 18 -14 (-10) +12 (+3)
Nid-east* 34 52 33 52 +1 (+1) 0 (-1)
Foreign policy 32 67 50 42 -18 (-5) +25 (+8)
Handling

~ssians 28 61 41 50 -13 (-4) +11 (+4)

*Jews in July 27-65, nCM 18-67.
P = positive
N = negative

Cambridge Survey Research
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Summary of Issue Concerns
of the American People

(DNCField Survey, 1500 Interviews)
August 31 - September 12, 1977

General Concerns

Energy has continued to decline as a major issue
and economic issues -- inflation and unemployment
h Lned he i ,,1&2/ave rega1ne t e1r top pos1t1on. --

Government spending and waste and the welfare problem
have increased as problems voters mention most often.

Voters remain as cynical of government as ever although
there has been some upswing on the question of in-
tegrity of public officials. The major shift in
the "mood of the people" has been in their expectation
for the future. The optimism we saw in December has
faded and voters see the past, present, and future
as quite similar. They are becoming resigned to the
idea that problems like inflation, poverty and war
'II ,3/W1 be ever w1th us.-

Economy

While 35% of the voters say the economy has improved
in the past year, a majority believe it has stayed
h 4/' b't e same or worsened.- Voters see no su stant1al

change -- for better or worse -- in the next year
and seem to be becoming resigned to a depressed

5/ . h' k f b .economy.- Desp1te t e1r lac 0 e11ef that the
economy has or will recover, the number of people

ElECTROSTATtC REPRODUCTION l·II,~,ti£ ':0':"1
PP-ESERV!l.TlDN H!f~',«.;:~ 'Cambrtq. Survq Be•• arch
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Energy

who say they are satisfied with their family's
present financial condition has increased 9 points

, b 6/Sl.nce Decem er. -

Despite this air of resignation, voters believe
economic problem can be solved. Unemployment and
tax inequities are viewed as possible to overcome
and a majority of voters believe that inflation
can also be stopped. On the other hand, they have
little hope that the Federal budget will ever be
balanced. Z/

Tax Reform - generally voters are more upset with
the inequity of the tax system than with the level
of taxes they pay and two-thirds of the voters
b I, h ' f ' 8&9/e l.eve t el.r taxes are un al.r.--

Social Security - The idea of taking money out of
the general fund to supplement Social Security is
extremely controversial: only senior citizens
strongly support this proposal. 10/

Accompanying the decline in energy as a major issue
concern was the drop in support of the Administration's
energy bill. Voters now break 40% in favor, 33%
opposed, an eight point decline since JUly.114he
change is due mainly to the loss of Democratic
support; Democratic voters have gone from 61% favor-
able in July to 45% favorable in September.

There are also slight declines in the degree of
seriousness voters see in the energy situation.
Nonetheless, 66% still view the energy crisis as

Cambridge Survey Research
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real and the issue will undoubtedly remain in the
f f f . d 12/are rant a voters mln s. -

While solar energy is popular and viewed as tech-
nically possible, it is not seen as an immediate
practical alternative for individual families.
with the exception of young people and residents
of the Rocky Mountain states, solar energy is generally.. 13&14(
viewed as something for the future. ---

Agriculture

Voters are generally quite sympathetic to the poor
financial condition of farmers and agree that Federal

15&16/Government has not done enough to help. However,
three programs, which have been proposed to correct
the problem -- including price supports -- were

17/ . . h 1soundly opposed.- Food stockplllng was t e on y
18/'proposal to win overall support. ~

Food Stamps - Opposition to food stamps was not
as high as we expected (35% favorable, 45% unfavorable)
but the reaction to the cash-in proposal was extremely
negative (78% opposed).12!voters may be skeptical of
government programs but they are even more skeptical

20/of handing out money. -

Health, Education and Welfare

Both the welfare reform and hospital cost contain-
ment programs have had little impact on the general
public. Less than half the voters have even heard
about these proposals:l~~he reaction to the welfare
reform plan is particularly disappointing; 70% of
the voters believe too little emphasis has been

1 d . b d 1·· . f d 23/P ace on J 0 S an e mu.nat i.nq rau _. -

Cambridge Survey Researoh
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Guaranteed jobs -
a popular program
on this question.

even at Federal expense - is still
with voters dividing 52% to 38%
2!/

Medicaid Abortions - A majority of voters approve
of both the Supreme Court decision (55%) and of
President Carter's position (61%). Only 28% of the
voters (mainly people under 30) believe that the
decision against Hedicaid abortions showed a lack

25&26/of compassion for the poor. ---

Saccharine - The p~fyosed ban on Saccharine is
rejected 58%-22%. -

Department of Education - Voters support a separate
Department of Education by a 2-1 margin. Voters
like the idea of consolidating education functions. 28/
and the aspect of making HE~v smaller. -

Bi-lingual education - While half the voters believe
that American language and culture are paramount,
a quarter favor bi-lingual education and an additional
19% believe that there should be some attempt to
preserve the native culture. Support for bi-lingualism
is highest among the lowest and highest income ~roups

d· . l' h 2/an 1S more popu ar 1n t e west than the east.--

Urbah problems

Only 22% of the voters favor cutting aid to older
cities while two-thirds favor increasing aid or
maintaining the current level of spending.3Q/

Cash-ins are also unpopular for housing; voters
want more not less accountability for their tax
dollars. 31/
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Foreign Policy and Defense

Interest in foreign affairs is increasing with the
Middle East and the Panama Canal both being vol-
unteered as important problems. However, human
rights and relations with our allies are chosen

. 32/as more Lmpor t arrt • -

With the exception of Jewish voters, the President's
. .. 33/Ml.ddle East peace accord recel.ves substantl.al support. --

Guaranteeing Israeli's safety in return for her
surrendering the 1967 land is a more controversial
proposal with the qeneral public. Jewish voters

• J • 34/rejected l.tby a 2-1 margl.n. -

Balance of Power - A plurality of voters believe
the U.S. surpasses the USSR militarily and in
nuclear weapons~ they believe the USSR is stronger
. 35&36/l.nEuropean forces. A majority of voters now favor

. h . 37/Wl.t drawl.ng troops from Korea by 1982. -

Neutron Bomb - Voters oppose the bomb by a 49% -
. . 38/31% margl.n; women and young people are most negatl.ve. -

Cambridge Survey Research
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Trade

~fuile the concept of free trade is popular, there
is considerable support for protecting American
industry. Union members and political conservatives
are most likely to hold strong "buy American" feelings.
In general, however, it is cost, rather than country,

. . 39-40-41-42/WhlCh determlnes purchase.

Regulations

~fuile there is a general feeling that the government
imposes too many regulations, most specific regu-
latory agencies are viewed as helping protect the
public. The FDA is the most popular. Even the much
maligned OSHA is regarded favorably although half

. 43&44/the voters have never heard of It. ---

The Congress

Voters believe that Congressional decisions have an
important impact on their daily lives. If the 1978
elections were held today voters say they would vote
for Democratic Congressional candidates by a 53%-
22% margin. 45&46/

The pay raise is a liability although only 28% of
the voters regard it as important as other congressional
d .. 47/eC1Slons. -

Despite the publicity given to difficulties between
the Congress and the White House, 81% say relations
are better now than they were under the Ford Adminis-
tration. 4V

Cambridge Survey Research
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The Party

Traditional party labels -- "liberal" and "for the
average man" for the Democrats and "conservative"
and "supports the goals of big business" for the
Republicans -- still apply. The Democratic party
also is viewed as more open, creative and pro-human
rights. Interestingly, favoring economy in govern-
ment -- once a GOP strength -- is now viewed as more
descriptive of the Democratic than the Republican

49/party. -

Reorganization

At this point most Americans are only moderately
interested in reorganization. While most voters
believe it is important, expectations for its success
are low and only 1 in 4 voters can think of any
impact a re-organized government will have on their
1. 50/~ves. -

Those most interested and optimistic about reorgani-
zation are upper income, better educated Democrats
the classic good government types. Unalienated
voters, people who are confident about themselves
and the country, are most likely to back reorganization.
The alienated -- poor, minorities, less educated
and elderly -- are more skeptical and will have to
be shown the effects of the program before they
believe it will work.
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Despite the cynicism voters recognize a need for
change; by a 56% - 37% margin they rate the Federal

. ., 51/.Wh.1 6 f hGovernment as lnefflclent.-- 1 e 3% 0 t e voters
believe that government employees do not work as

. . 52/ 1hard as people ln the prlvate sector/~ personne
factors rank far below others as the reason for
, ff" 53/Wh,1 t b Li h t th ba.ne aca.ericy . - 1 e vo ers e aeve t a e num er
of Federal employees is too high, only 15% favor
firing workers. Attrition through retirement is54/far more popular. -

The main code words for the reorganization are
efficiency and cutting out duplication. On list
after list these emerged as voters' priorities.
Voters also place considerable importance on
programs which reflect the priorities of the5~ .American people. --

The reduction of the Federal budget ranks last in
the expectations voters have from the reorganization.
Interestingly, it is not as high a priority as
efficiency, competence and honesty. Voters are more
interested in spending money better than in spending

56&57/less money. --

HEW and social welfare programs are the major
priorities for more efficient management. Both
liberals and conservatives feel strongly that these
programs must be run better. 58&59/
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As we discussed in the political report, voters
have become extremely skeptical about President
Carter's ability to reorganize the government.
This was one of the major themes of the campaign
and voters will judge Carter on whether they
perceive changes in the government. The term
reorganization is too general and vague for most
people to relate to, but the impact of reorgani-
zation can be shown in small understandable ways.
While "good government types" may look at structural
and bureaucratic changes, most people will judge
reorganization on the basis of personal experience.
Until reorganization touches the people it will
remain just a political slogan.

Cambridge Survey Research
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General Conc~rns

1. What do you feel are the three major problems facing the United
States today?

Inflation, high prices, high cost
of living, food prices

Jobs, unemployment
Energy crisis, gas and fuel prices,

high utilities
Crime, law enforcement, lenient

laws and courts 8
Economy, recession, depression 7
Welfare, food stamps 4
Big government and government spending

too many government controls,
bureaucracy, return government to
the people, states rights, buoget,
national debt, waste in government,
government inefficiency, mismanage-
ment in government, bankruptcy,
solvency

Government and politics in
poor leadership, lack of
representatives, Carter,
President

Taxes
Foreign affairs, Mid

relations, foreign
too much overseas,
U.S. first

Moral decay, lack of religion, lack
of respect, apathy, greed, lack
of honesty, breakdown of family,
lack of patrotism, people not
caring about each other, godless-
ness, permissiveness, lack of
values

Corruption, honesty in government,
crooked politicians, graft

Panama Canal (treaty)
Pollution, ecology, environment,

conservation, overpopulation,
natural resources

Racism, integration and racial
problems, discrimination, busing

Health care and medical insurance,
cost of medicine

Lack of faith in government

general,
qualified
the

East, foreign
aid, sending
take care of

1st

17%
16

12

2nd

13%
13

10

9
4
5

3 3

3
3

3

3

2
2

2

2

1
1

3rd

10%
10

8

9
3
5

3

2
5

3
5

Total

40%
39

30

26
14
14

9

8
13

12

12

6
5

8

8

4
3
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General Concerns
Three major problems facing the United States today. Continued

Total1st

Schools and education 1%
Care of elderly, Med i.care and

Social Security, elderly on fixed
income, age discrimination~ manda-
tory retirement 1

Poverty, lack of help for poor people 1
War, peace, arms race, nuclear arms

and proliferation 1
Defense spending, military budget,

lack of national security, military
strength

Other 5
Don It know 1

2nd 3rd

2% 6%3%

2
1

6
3

3
1

2 2 5

7
3

1
8
6

1
20
10

2. Two most important problems facing the United States.

1976 1977
December April 23-25 July September

Energy 10% 53% 31% 22%
Economy 21 13 16 19
Inflation 32 30 29 30
Jobs 42 21 24 29
Government 15 7 7 15
Decay 17 11 11 6
Crime 15 9 13 17
Welfare 6 3 4 9
Foreign Affairs 10 12 17 11
Pollution 4 5 6 5
Busing 3 2 4 *
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General Concerns

3 . Mood of the Country

5 years ago Today 5 years from now

September 1977 5.0 5.1 5.3
December 1976 5.2 5.1 6.3
RS - 1976 III 5.2 5.0 5.9
R7 - 1976 II 5.6 4.9 5.8
R6 1976 I 5.6 4.S 5.S
R5 - 1975 IV 5.S 4.6 5.4
R4 - 1975 III 6.1 4.6 5.6
R3 - 1975 II 6.2 4.3 5.9
R2 - 1975 I 6.4 4.3 5.4
Rl - 1974 5.9 4.5 5.7
1972 5.6 5.5 6.1
1959 6.5 6.7 7.4

(Comparative data is from the Cambridge Report series and
from polls conducted by Watts, Free and Cantr~l. )

Economy

4. During the past six months what do you think
has happened to the nation's economy -- do you
think that the economy has improved a lot during
the past six months, a little, has it gotten a
little worse, a lot worse, or do you think it
has stayed about the same?

Improved a lot
Improved a little
Gotten a little worse
Gotten a lot worse
Stayed the same
Some aspects better, others worse
Don't know

3~~35%
20> 27%

7
30

5
2
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Economy

5. Looking ahead -- do you think a year from now you
will be better off financially, worse off, or just
about the same as now?

Better The same Worse Don't know
DNC September 1977 28% 42 24 7
Rll - 1977 II 33% 38 21 8
RIO - 1977 I 38% 37 15 10
R9 - 1976 IV 38% 36 16 10
R8 - 1976 III 33% 43 14 10
R7 - 1976 II 34% 42 15 8
R6 - 1976 I 32% 43 14 10
R5 - 1975 IV 26% 48 16 9
R4 - 1975 III 30% 44 15 11

6. In general, would you say you are pretty well
satisfied with your family's present financial
situation, more or less satisfied, or not
satisfied at all?

Pretty~11 More or less Not satisfied
satisfied satisfied at all JXn't knaw

me September '77 36% 37 25 1
Rll - 1977 II 27% 38 34 1
RlO - 1977 I 28% 38 32 2
R9 - 1976 IV 27% 38 33 1
R8 - 1976 III 42% 29 26 3
R7 - 1976 II 28% 39 32 1
R6 - 1976 I 30% 36 34 1
R5 - 1975 IV 31% 41 28
R4 - 1975 III 33% 37 29 1
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Economy

7. I'd like to read you a number of different
proposals and have you tell me for each
one whether you think it can be accomplished
or if you think it is just political talk.

Can be
done

Substantially reducing un-
employment 65%

Reforming the welfare system 65
Reforming the tax system to

make it fairer for the
average wage earner 57

Substantially reduce inflation 52
Reducing by half our dependence

on imported oil in the next
ten years 51

Reorganizing the Federal Govern-
ment to make it simplier and
more efficient 48

Achieving a balanced Federal
budget by 1981 30

Getting the Soviet Union to
treat its citizens more
humanely 19

Don't
know

Just Political
talk

8%
8

27%
28

8
10

35
39

17 32

12 40

11 59

17 64

8. When people talk about tax reform they frequently
mean two different things -- the total level of
taxes that they pay and the fairness of the taxes
that they pay. In the first case, they mean that
the overall level they pay is so high that it is
a real burden on them. In the second case, they
mean that whatever they pay, other people are
paying less when they should be paying more. Which
do you think is the bigger problem -- the overall
level of Federal taxes or the fairness of those
taxes?

OVerall level of Federal taxes 26%
Fairness of those taxes 61
Don't know 13
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Economy

9. Recently there has been a lot of talk about tax
reform. When you think about the Federal income
taxes that most people pay, do you think they are
very fair to people like yourself, only somewhat
fair, somewhat unfair, or very unfair to people
like yourself?

Very fair
Only somewhat fair
Somewhat unfair
Very unfair
Don't know

7%_ 31%
24 ---
33 ~ 64%31---

6

10. President Carter recently proposed using money from
the general income tax fund to supplement the Social
Security program which has been financied in the past
by its own separate tax. Do you favor or oppose this
change?

Favor
Oppose
Don't know

40%
38
22

Energy

11. Do you have a generally favorable or unfavorable
opinion of President Carter's energy program that
is now before the Congress?

September July April

Favorable
Unfavorable
Don't know

40%
33
27

47%
26
27

48%
29
23
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Enerqy

12. Where do you think our energy problems will be in
ten years?

September

1 Not serious at all
2
3
4
5

2%
~ ~27%l~------

6
7
8
9

10 Very Serious

16>12
11
26

66%

Don't know 8

13. Do you think it would be technically possible --
ignoring the question of how much it would cost
to construct the unit to build a solar power
unit that would take over 75% or more of the
heating, cooling, and water heating in your home
today?

Yes
No
Not sure

60%
18
21

14. (IFYES) Do you think such a unit would be
financially feasible today. That is, given
how much it would cost to construct such a
unit compared to your savings in fuel, do
you think you would be able to recover your
investment in a reasonable period of time?

Yes
No
Don't know

40%
39
21

77""-
12 68%
12 ~
30""""'---11
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Agriculture
15. On the whole, do you think American farmers get paid

too little, too much, or about the right amount for
the food they produce?

Too little
Too much
About right
Don't know

46%
11
29
14

16. Do you think the Federal Government does too much, too
little, or the right amount to ensure fair prices for
farmers?

Too much
Too little
About right
Don't know

17%
40
26
17

17. Recently there have been complain s by farmers that
because of large crops the prices they are getting
are less than the cost of produci g food. If this
is true would you favor or oppose each of the follow-
ing methods of solving the progle

Favor cppose D::n't knaw
The federalgoverrnrentpaying fannersthe

differencebet~ what they can get in
the free market and what they need to
make a profit even if the money had to
cane out of higher taxes. 23% 56% 21%

The federalgoverrnrenthIying and selling
food so that the ama.mt an the market would
shrink and thus cause prices to increase. 19 66 15

Fanrers cuttingback an the ama.mt they produce
so that prices would increase. 25 58 17

18. Would you favor or oppose the g vernment establishing
a food stockpile that 60uld be old in bad years to
keep food prices down?

Favor
Don't know
Oppose

67%
13
19
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Agriculture

19. Have you heard about the Federal Food Stamp program?
(IF YES) Do you have a generally favorable or
unfavorable opinion of that program?

20.

Yes, favorable 35%
Yes, unfavorable 45
Yes, (not sure) 15
Have not heard 5

Some people have proposed abolishing
Program and, instead, giving cash to
that they could buy what they want.
favor or oppose this?

the Food Stamp
poor people so
Would you

Favor
Don't know
Oppose

Health, Education and Welfare

14%
8

78

21. President Carter recently announced a major welfare
reform package. Did you get a generally favorable
or unfavorable opinion of this program from what
you heard about it?

22.

Favorable 35%
Unfavorable 13
Have not heard about it 31
Don't know 21

Have you heard about the plan recently introduced by
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to
hold down health care costs? (IF YES) Do you think
the plan will do a lot, do something, do only a
little, or do nothing at all, to hold down costs?

Yes,
Yes,
Yes,
Yes,
Yes,
Have

a lot
something
only a little

nothing at all
don't know
not heard

5%
15
20
10

8
43



Health, Education and Welfare
23. Opinion of Welfare Reform Plan

Too nuch Too little Right arramt Dcn't know

Aid to poor peop.le 32% 26% 26% 17%
Aid to cities and states 23 23 28 26
Brphasisen jobs 6 64 15 15
Enphasisen preventingfraud 4 71 11 14

24. Do you favor or oppose guaranteeing Federal jobs to
anyone who wants to work, even if it means the govern-
ment will create a job if no job is available in the
private sector?

Favor
Oppose
Don't know

52%
38
10

Medicaid Abortions
25. The Supreme Court recently ruled that the government

does not have to pay for abortions for poor women.
Do you approve or disapprove of this decision?

Approve Disapprove Don't know
Overall 55% 36% 9%
Catholics 62 30 8
Women 55 37 8
$0-3,999 53 40 7

26. President Carter announced that he supported the
decision not to pay for abortions for poor \A70men.
Some people criticized his remarks, saying it
showed he really did not care about the problems
of poor people and lacked compassion. Do you agree
or disagree with this criticism?

Agree
Disagree
Don't know

28%
61
10
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Health, Education and Welfare

27. Recently the government announced a ban on the
artificial sweetner saccharine. Do you favor or
oppose this ban?

Favor
Oppose
Don't know

22%
58
20

28. Some people say that the "education" part of HEW should be spun
off and made a separate department -- a Department of Education
that would include the education functions presently handled by
HEW as well as the many other education programs which are
handled by other agencies. At present, the government spends
$20 billion on 200 education-related programs through 20 different
agencies. These people argue that such a department would be
more effective, would reduce the size of HEW, and would give
proper prominence to a critical area that is often relegated
to a back-burner behind health and social welfare programs.
Others say such a separate department would be a bad idea,
that such a department would fall under the influence of teacher
groups and unions and that education is properly one of the
social areas that should be coordinated with other government
health and social programs. Do you feel a separate Department
of Education is a good idea or not?

Good idea 55%
Don't know 24
Not a good idea 21

29. In many parts of the country there are groups of
people, most often Spanish-speaking people, for
whom English is a second language, or who may not
speak English at all. Some people say that public
schools should encourage bi-lingual education to
keep the old culture in tact -- in this case, Spanish.
Other people say the shcools should put an emphasis
on English and American culture. Which is closer to
your view?

Encourage bi-lingual education 26%
Emphasize English and American culture 49
Try to do both (volunteered) 19
Don't know 6
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Urban Problems

30. Do you think the Federal Government should increase
the amount of aid it gives to our larger cities, de-
crease the amount of aid or keep it about the same?

Increase
Decrease
Keep same
Don't know

26%
22
40
12

31. Some people have proposed ending the current system
where the Federal Government pays for the improve-
ment of housing for the poor and elderly and instead
giving more money directly to poor people in the
form of cash so they can spend it to improve their
own housing if they wish. Would you favor or oppose
this change?

Favor
Oppose
Don't know

20%
67
13

Foreign Affairs and Defense

32. Which of the following problems do you think the President should
work on first? Which should be second?

First Second

{

Problem of Human Rights
Relations with our Allies
Relations with the Soviet Union
The Middle East problem
Relations with the Third World
Relations with Latin America
Relation with African Countries
Don't know

24%
21
18
14

7
6
4
8

13%
19
17
16

8
9
8

11

Total

37%
40
35
30
15
15
12
*
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Foreign Affairs and Defense

33. The President has outlined several key elements of a Middle East
peace agreement: an expressed willingness by the Arabs to
recognize Israel's sovereignty and to normalize relations with
Israel; phased Israeli withdrawal from occupied territories
combined with effective security measures; a homeland for the
Palestinians. Do you think this represents a fair basis for
a settlement?

Yes No Don't know

OVerall 48% 13% 39%

Jewish voters 20 57 23

34. Would you favor or oppose the United States guaranteeing
Israel's safety and giving a commitment that would de-
fend her, if necessary, in return for which Israel
would return most of the land taken from the Arabs in
1967 in order to have peace?

Favor Don't know Oppose

All voters 35% 29% 36%

Jewish voters 28 16 56

35. Just in general, do you think the United States or
the Soviet Union is stronger militarily?

u.s.
USSR
Don't know

47%
33
20

36. Stronger in Nuclear
rleapons

Stronger in Forces
Europe

u.S.
USSR
Don't know

51%
25
24

27%
48
25
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Foreign Affairs and Defense

37. would you favor or oppose pulling all American ground troops
out of Korea by 1982?

September 1977 December 1976*

Favor
Oppose
Don't know

51%
31
18

48%
35
16

*The
table.
Korea,"
for the

wording in the December survey excluded the 1982 time-
"Would you favor or oppose bringing the troops home from
the immediacy implied in the December survey may account
slightly higher opposition.

38. Recently there has been a lot of talk about the so-called neutron
bomb, which kills with radiation rather than with fire and heat.
Some people argue this bomb will be useful in Europe where it
can be used against hostile troops without hurting allies; others
argue that it is a barbaric weapon and should not be built.
Would you favor or oppose the u.S. going ahead with construction
of the neutron bomb?

Faver 31%
Oppose 49
Don't know 21

Trade

39. Some people say that they have the right to buy products no
matter what country they are manufactured in. Other people
say that no such right exists and the government can resist
imports from some countries. Which is closer to your opinion?

Have a right 43%
Government can resist 49
Don't know 8

40. In general, do you think people benefit more from free trade
between nations or more if each nation sticks to producing and
selling within its own borders?

Free trade
Stick to producing within
Don't know

72% ~
19
10
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Trade
41. Even if they are less efficient than foreign firms,

we should try to preserve American shoe and textile
factories. Would you agree or disagree with this
statement?

Agree
Disagree
Don't know

71%
16
13

Agree Disagree Don't know
42. I always try to buy products

made in America whenever I
can 66% 28% 6%

I always shop for the best
value regardless of what
country a product is made
in. 69 27 4

Regulations

43. I'm going to read you some areas where the Federal Government
imposes regulations. In each case, I'd like you to tell me
whether the regulations tend to help the industry or firms
involved in business more, tend to help the general public
more, tend to help both industry and the public equally or
hurt both the industry and the public?

Iegulatirnof the airline industryas to
the amounts they can charge for tickets and
the routes they can fly 18% 33% 21% 16% 21%

Iegulatirnof the drug industryas to
drugs they can sell--aIrltests that have
to be net first 8 51 23 10 8

Iegulatianof the food industryas to
additivesthat they can add to food 9 56 19 8 8
Iegu1atirnof the oil industryin tenns

of prices it can charge 22 38 14 13 14
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Regulations

44. Have you heard about the Occupational Safety and Health Admin-
istration -- sometimes called OSHA? (IF YES) Do you have a
generally favorable or unfavorable opinion of this agency?

Yes - favorable
Yes - unfavorable
Yes - not sure
Have never heard

21%15,>-53%
17
47

The Congress

45. How much impact would you say decisions made by Congress have
on your daily life -- a great deal, some, only a little, hardly
any or none at all?

A great deal
Some
Only a little
Hardly any
None at all
Don't know

42%
30
14

9
3
3

46. As you probably know, there will be an election for u.S. Congress-
men in your area in 1978. If the election were being held today,
for whom would you vote, the Democrat or the Republican?

Democrat
Lean Democrat
Republican
Lean Republican
Undecided
Don't know

40%~ 53% ~
13 ---
1 ~ =======- 2 2 %

23
2

47. Now, I'd like to ask you how important you consider a Congressman's
position on the pay increase compared to his position on such
issues as unemployment, inflation and energy. Compared to his
position on these issues, would you consider a Congressman's
position on the pay increase to be very important, somewhat
important, only slightly important or not at all important?

Very important 28%
Somewhat important 28
Only slightly important 23
Not at all important 12
Don't know 8
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The Congress

48. Overall, would you say that the relationship between President
Carter and the Congress is better, worse, or about the same as
the relationship between President Ford and the Congress?

All voters Democrats Republicans

Better 43% 50% 29%
Worse 12 8 18
Same 38 34 46
Don't know 8 8 6

The Party

49. Now I'd like to read you some words and phrases and have you
tell me whether each one better describes the Democratic or
Republican party. If you feel a phrase describes both parties
equally well, or that it describes neither, just say so.

Democratic Iepublican Both Don't
Party Party Equal Neither KnCM

Liberal 60% 14% 13% 6% 9%
For the average man 52 9 18 15 7
For humanrights overseas 42 10 30 6 13
Open to all groups 38 7 36 10 8
Creative, innovative 33 10 28 17 13
For ecrnany in governrrent 33 26 22 13 6
Concernedabort tre envircrnrent 29 8 47 9 8
For a streng natienal defense 25 28 36 5 6
C.-enservative 16 55 14 7 8
SUpports goals of big rosiness 13 57 20 4 7

Reorganization

50. If the President succeeds in re-organizing tre governrrent, will it change
yoor life in any significant fashien? (IF YES) Hew?

YES 26%

~lill l~r taxes, change tax rates, might l~oJertaxes, will
make life easier for middle class taxpayers 8%

Will makegovernrrent rrore respcnsive and accessible, will
provide retter service, :improvepuhl.i.crelatiens with govern-
rrent and trust in governrrent 2

Dependson what is done or hCMgovernrrent is changed 2
Will 10/;er costs of governnent, will reduce federal budqet,

will save mcney, will balance budqet; 1
will makethings bet.ter for everyene, will improve governrrent

in general, gocx:lidea 1
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Reorganization

How will govemnent re-organizaticnchange ycur life? Continued
\Alillhelp econany in general, help to rut inflaticn
Will increase taxes
Might affect my errployrrentwith governmentor with federally

funded jab
other
D:n't know

1%
1

1
6
6

D:n't knCM 24%

NO 50%

51. When you think about the performance of the
Federal government, would you describe it as
very efficient, somewhat efficient, somewhat
inefficient or very inefficient?

Very efficient
Somewhat efficient
Somewhat inefficient
Very inefficient
Don't know

3%..> 37%
34
34::::-- 56%
22

8

52. Do you think the average employee of the Federal
Government works harder than the average person
in a private industry, at about the same level,
or not as hard?

Works harder
About the same
Not as hard
Don't know

2%
29
63

6
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Reorganization

53. Please look at this card. (HAND RESPONDENT THE CARD) On it
are some possible causes of problems in government. I'd like
you to examine the reasons and tell me which you think is the
most important cause of problems in government. Which is
second? rlhich is third?

1st Total

The governmental departments and agencies
are organized too poorly to carry out
programs efficiently 28%

There is too much duplication and too
much paperwork in government 18

Too often the government takes on the
wrong role in problem solving 7

The Congress has passed too many bills
and programs 14

Government personnel are usually incom-
petent and unconcerned about their
performance 6

Too many people work for the Federal
Government 5

There is too much money to spend on
programs 8

Most bureaucrats won't follow directions
from above and Civil Service keeps them
from being punished 3

The President doesn't concentrate enough
on managing programs 6

There are insufficient amounts of money
to adequately carry out programs 4

The people in the Cabinet aren't really
competent managers 2

54.

2nd

15%

19

14

12

3rd

14%

18

12

6 9

57%

55

33

29

26

26

18

17

14

14

11

r1any people say that we need to cut down drastically the
number of Federal employees and should fire as many as
necessary immediately. Others say we should not fire
federal employees but, rather, cut back by not hiring new
employees and not replacing employees when they retire.
Still others say that we need the employees we have and
if there is a problem it is in lack of good management at
the top. Which is closer to your opinion?

8

8 13

Fire employees 15%
Attirtion thru retirement 46
Need present amount 17
Other 7
Don't know 13

6 4
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Reorganization

55. A. Most Important
Government more efficient and taxes spent better.
Government more competent.
Government programs reflect priorities of American people.
Waste and frills cut down.
Government more honest.
Government cost less.

B. Somewhat Important

Less duplication.
Government fairer.
Government forms simplified; red tape reduced.
Government more open.
Greater accessibility to Government agencies.
Better delivery of services.

c. Not Too Important
Streamlined organization to make Government more understandable.
Government de-centralized.
Number of Government units reduced.
Number of Federal employees reduced.
Regulation of business reduced.
Government more compassionate.

56. A. Most Likely to Happen

Less duplication
More competent and work better
Programs reflecting priorities
Greater accessibility

B. Somewhat Likely

Better delivery of services
Number of employees reduced
Number of governmental units reduced
Government forms simplified
Government will be more open
Government will be more efficient, dollars spent better
Streamlined organization to make government more understandable.
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Reorganization

c. Not Too Likely
Government more compassionate
Regulation of business reduced
Waste and frill cut down
Government de-centralized - less in Washington
Government more honest
Government will be fairer
Government will cost less

57. Importance vs. Expectation
IrrportanceRank Expectation Rank

More efficient
M:>recanpetent
Programs reflect priorities
~vasteand frills oot
Govenment more honest
Govenment cost less
less duplication
Gavenment fairer
Forms simplified
Gavenment more open
Greater accessibility
Better delivery of services
Streamlined govenment
Govenment decentralized
Number of govenment units reduced
Nt.nnberof Federal employees reduced
Iegulation of rosiness reduced
Gavenment more canpassionate

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

8
2
3

14
16
18
1

17
8
9
4
5

11
15

7
6

13
12
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Reorganization

58. What one area of government do you feel most needs to be re-
organized to be made more efficient?
Welfare, welfare reform 18%
Legislative, Congress, Senate 8
HEtv,Health, Education and Welfare, Social services 8
Taxes, tax reform, tax structure 5
Defense Department, military, Pentagon 4
All, the whole government, all areas, too many to name 4
The courts, judicial system, the Supreme Court, the

judiciary 3
Social Security, income for older people 3
Budget, too much spending 3
Health department, health care and medical costs 3
Postal service, Post Office 3
Education, educational programs, school system 3
Energy, energy area and programs 3
Executive branch, administration, bureaucracy 3
Employment, jobs, job programs 2
Social services, help to low income 2
Department of Labor 1
Department of Agriculture, farm programs or

administration 1
Foreign aid 1
Other 7
Don't know 17

59. Could you please tell me which of these programs you think most
needs to be reorganized to run more efficiently? Which is second?
l-lhichis third?

1st 2nd 3rd Total
Social service programs to the poor 29% 17% 13% 59%
Health care 16 19 15 50
Energy area 15 13 11 39
Education 11 11 13 35
Postal service 9 9 8 26
Labor programs 7 8 9 24
Defense 5 7 8 20
Foreign policy 3 5 7 15
Urban Programs 3 4 7 14
Agriculture Programs 2 5 6 13
Business Programs 1 2 3 6
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